
WHERE TO USE

Drain Front is an angular pipe union in TPE for lining drains on parapets.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Drain Front is a 57 x 48 x 347 mm rectangular angular TPE plastic pipe union.

APPLICATION PROCEDURE

Installation of Drain Front 

1. Make a hole in the parapet and �oor large enough to insert the Drain Front. Make sure it is perfectly level with the
horizontal and vertical surfaces

2. Spread on an even layer of Adesilex PG4 two-component, thixotropic epoxy adhesive with a smooth spatula on the
clean, dry substrate

DRAIN FRONT

TPE angular pipe union for terraces and balconies



3. Place Drain Front in position and press down lightly so that it is embedded in Adesilex PG4 

4. Spread on a second coat of Adesilex PG4 fresh on fresh to completely cover Drain Front

5. Smooth over with a �at trowel and, while the product is still fresh, sprinkle on a layer of 0.5 spheroid quartz to form a

rough layer to help the speci�ed MAPEI waterproo�ng product form a good bond



6. Once the reticulation process of AdesilexPG4 has been completed, remove any loose quartz 

7. Apply the �rst coat of MAPEI waterproo�ng product on the clean, dry �llet between the horizontal and vertical surfaces

8. Lay on Mapeband by pressing along the sides, making sure there are no creases or air bubbles



9. Spread on a second layer of the speci�ed MAPEI waterproo�ng product to completely cover the edges of the tape so
they are sandwiched between the two layers of the cementitious mortar

10. Apply a new layer of render on the parapet, or repair the old render removed before carrying out installation in the case
of old structures

11. After applying the MAPEI waterproo�ng product according to the relative Technical Data Sheet, bond on the �oor

coating and grout the joints



12. Bond on the skirting boards and grout the vertical joints

13. Seal with Mapesil AC in correspondence with the skirting board-wall �llet joint 

PACKAGING

Drain Front is available in boxes of 5 pieces.

COLOURS AVAILABLE

Drain Front is available in two colours: copper and ivory.
PRODUCT FOR PROFESSIONAL USE.



WARNING

Although the technical details and recommendations contained in this product data sheet correspond to the best of our
knowledge and experience, all the above information must, in every case, be taken as merely indicative and subject to

con�rmation after long-term practical application: for this reason, anyone who intends to use the product must ensure
beforehand that it is suitable for the envisaged application: in every case, the user alone is fully responsible for any

consequences deriving from the use of the product.
Please refer to the current version of the Technical Data Sheet, available from our web site www.mapei.com
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